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Ratio knock-out
forward (RKOF)
Your benefits at a glance
You will trade at a predefined rate for each expiry.
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The RKOF has a strike that is more appealing than the
prevailing forward rate (and the spot rate) at the moment
of the trade execution.
Usually, no premium has to be paid (zero cost strategy).
You can choose from more than 80 currency and precious
metal pairs.
Our specialists will structure the solution to perfectly meet
your company’s needs.

Possible risks
Knock-out (KO) risk: Once the currency pair reaches or
breaches the KO barrier at any time during the observation
period, the entire transaction is terminated immediately.
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Tailor-made solution to enhance
your exchange rate
What you should know about the ratio knock-out forward
A ratio knock-out forward (RKOF) is a structured forward that
allows you to trade at a better rate than a standard forward
transaction by integrating leverage and a knock-out feature.
The holder of an RKOF therefore has the opportunity to buy
(or sell) a currency against another in a regular sequence
of transactions at a lower (or higher) level than the respective
forward rate on the trade date as long as the knock-out barrier
is not triggered during the lifetime of the RKOF.
Once the knock-out barrier is reached or breached during
the observation period of the RKOF, the entire product will
be terminated and no more transactions will occur (called the
knock-out event).

An OTC trading limit is required for this product.
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The notional amount depends on the market rate at each
expiry (leverage).
If you wish to close or restructure the RKOF, costs or gains
may occur according to market conditions.

How it works
In order to set up an RKOF, you will need to define the following
parameters:
ȷȷ Currency pair
ȷȷ

Periodicity/term
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Notional amount and the use of leverage
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The strike rate and the KO barrier level
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Example for a seller (export company)
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Exchange rate
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Scenario 2

Zurich
Basel		
Geneva
St. Gallen
Lugano		
Scenario 1

* We will provide you with your assigned telephone number. Telephone calls may
be recorded for security reasons and training purposes. By making a call, you
acknowledge your agreement with this business practice.
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+41 44 656 68 78*
+41 61 279 65 00*
+41 22 394 81 55*
+41 71 226 61 80*
+41 91 802 64 00*

Month

Strike
Knock-out barrier
For illustrative purposes only

On each expiry, three scenarios can occur:
Example for a seller of a currency pair (e.g. export company)
Scenario 1 – If no knock-out event occurs and the currency pair
trades below the strike rate, you will sell the notional amount at
the strike rate.
Scenario 2 – If no knock-out event occurs and the currency pair
trades at or above the strike rate, you will trade the leveraged
notional amount at the strike rate.
Scenario 3 – If the currency pair reaches or breaches the
knock-out level, the RKOF will be terminated immediately
and no more transactions will take place within this structure.

The information provided herein constitutes marketing material. It is not investment advice or otherwise based on a consideration of the personal circumstances of the
addressee nor is it the result of objective or independent research. The information provided herein is not legally binding and it does not constitute an offer or invitation
to enter into any type of financial transaction. The information provided herein was produced by Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates (hereafter “CS”) with the
greatest of care and to the best of its knowledge and belief. The information and views expressed herein are those of CS at the time of writing and are subject to
change at any time without notice. They are derived from sources believed to be reliable. CS provides no guarantee with regard to the content and completeness of
the information and where legally possible does not accept any liability for losses that might arise from making use of the information. If nothing is indicated to the
contrary, all figures are unaudited. The information provided herein is for the exclusive use of the recipient. Neither this information nor any copy thereof may be sent,
taken into or distributed in the United States or to any U. S. person (within the meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended). It may not
be reproduced, neither in part nor in full, without the written permission of CS. Over-the-counter (“OTC”) transactions are complex derivative products that are not
standardized and not securitized. They are negotiated and traded off-exchange. OTC transactions are not settled via a clearing house and have no secondary market.
OTC transactions may involve a high degree of risk. They are intended only for investors who understand and are capable of assuming all risks involved. The value of
the products depends on the development of the value of the underlying asset and the creditworthiness of the parties, which may change over the lifetime of the
products. A CS company may be involved in other transactions related to any underlying of the above products; such possible transactions are not disclosed herein.
The binding terms of any transaction will be set forth in the specific OTC contracts and confirmations. You may ask your relationship manager to provide you with any
additional information regarding these products (e.g., full terms). Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the foreign currency might lose value
against the investor’s reference currency.
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